
IMF DSAs—All Greek

The IMF did well to publish its Greek DSA. But it is far too little, too late, and too obscure.

Always look on the bright side of life

If "optimism" results in serial diagnostic underestimation of a serious problem, it is 
no virtue: at best, it badly prolongs the ailment; at worst, it is fatal. 

So it is with IMF assessments of Greek debt sustainability, including the much 
heralded latest vintage, released just last week into the pre-referendum firestorm.

Start with its basic macro, as reflected in its account of history and in its projections. 

It opines that "If the program had been implemented [after mid-2014] as assumed, 
no further debt relief would have been needed under the agreed November 2012 
framework." It then adds that "very significant changes in policies and in the outlook 
since early this year have resulted in a substantial increase in financing needs."

The implication that the election of Syriza accounts for all difficulties requires belief 
in the numbers contained in the prior IMF DSA, namely:

Well, consider the the implications of those numbers, first, for the fiscal multipliers: 
apparently, headline fiscal withdrawal of 3 percentage points of GDP to 2016 is 
consistent with growth rising from 1/2 to 4 percent. Then, second, their implications 

Greece 2014 2015 2016 2017

GDP real growth 1/2 3 4 4

GDP deflator - 1/2 1/2 1 1 1/2

Budget primary 
balance % GDP 1 1/2 3 4 1/2 4 1/2

http://blogs.ft.com/brusselsblog/files/2015/07/Greece-DSA.pdf?desktop=true


for determinants of inflation: apparently, after serial falls, Greek output prices will 
rise despite having only some half-way-returned to competitiveness, further fiscal 
withdrawal, the ECB well below its inflation target, and an enormous output gap.

Only if the underlying momentum of the modest growth turnaround in 2014 was 
extraordinarily vigorous might one even dream of such possibilities. 

But what growth there was then did not occur despite fiscal austerity but in the 
context of its (temporary?) abatement. Latest IMF data show that the headline 
budget primary balance eased by 1 percentage point of GDP in 2014. Alongside 
growth of 1 percent, that implies that the structural measure showed stimulus. So 
much for that vigorous austerity-defying underlying growth momentum, the lack of 
which also casts a further shadow over the projected rapid Greek rise to the top-of-
the-class Euro area labor force participation ratios and TFP, which underlay the 
DSA's projection of long-run GDP growth of 2 percent. 

So in tandem with top-of-class long-run IMF optimism, the prior DSA either ignores 
the Blanchard-cum-IMF multiplier mea-culpa and repeats the post 2009 serial IMF 
over-projections of Greek output, or it winks at the projected fiscal consolidation 
knowing that "it would never be enforced if growth slumps again". Either way, it is 
no foundation for claims of sustainability in 2014. 

And with privatization receipts well below projections, IMF Thomsen's recent claim 
that the "Greek body politic cannot privatize" should read "The IMF body politic 
cannot project Greek privatization". That markets bought so heavily into such IMF 
GDP, asset sales, and debt prognostications in 2014 is neither here nor there.

These are not academic points about how to write the first cut of 2014 economic 
history. If, as appears, the prior DSA was IMF-irrational-exuberance, then the 
"implementation-cum-Syriza-problem" is better understood as the product of 
unsustainable debt, not vice-versa. That read is key to debt assessments to be made 
now, not least as it implies that sustainability cannot be "restored" by ditching Syriza.

https://ptdy2014.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/goods-competitiveness.pdf
https://twitter.com/mesandbu/status/617301374146101248
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2013/wp1301.pdf
https://twitter.com/mehreenkhn/status/616991174306471936
https://twitter.com/aleipold/status/616628631578767360


Optimism unrepentant

Some commentators, including the Economist Magazine and the Peterson Institute, 
continue to peddle narratives rooted in the previous DSA nevertheless.

But what matters is that the IMF also, unapologetically, does so. This is reflected in 
the way its latest DSA reads prospects now, as updated for "unexpected policy 
implementation issues". Gross IMF underestimation of the challenge persists.

You would not guess so from the referendum-charged headlines in recent days: 
"IMF confirms need for Greek debt relief!" and "Europeans try to block release of 
incendiary IMF report! But evidently, if all the IMF does is to "update" their debt 
outlook for the "Syriza bump", and revisions to back-data, primary balance targets, 
arrears, and buffers, then its underlying read of the economy is basically unchanged.

That is evident from the same indicators discussed above, as shown in the new DSA:

Take the plus side for the IMF first. The implied fiscal multipliers are less hysterical: 
fiscal withdrawal of 2 percentage points of GDP to 2016 now sees growth rising by 
"only" 1 percentage point. Alongside, projected privatization receipts duly come 
down to earth with a bump. And Greece is no longer destined for "top of the Euro 
participation and TFP classes" so long-run growth is now 1 1/2 percent from 2. 

But that is as far as the plus side goes. Not only are the new implied multipliers still 
quite a swallow relative to the Blanchard multiplier apology and the austerity-pause 

Greece 2014 2015 2016 2017

GDP real growth 1 0 2 3

GDP deflator - 2 1/2 -1 1 1 1/2

Budget primary 
balance % GDP 0 1 2 3

http://www.economist.com/blogs/freeexchange/2015/07/imfs-sad-story?fsrc=scn%2Ftw_ec%2Fgreek_tragedy
http://blogs.piie.com/realtime/?p=5076#.VZXmB0wfIx1.twitter
http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKCN0PD20120150703?irpc=932


read of 2014 growth. But alongside, despite confirmation of the momentum of 
disinflation from the sharp downward revisions to the GDP deflator for 2014, the 
forces driving deflation seem still to vanish like the morning mist: inflation on this 
measure in 2016-17 and beyond is unchanged from the last DSA. Could this be a 
rebound from the prior trend with a smaller fiscal squeeze, despite lower growth and 
a larger output gap? Hardly: it is just sunny-side-up IMF refusing to lie down.

That is the basic macro challenge to this DSA; it remains even at a first pass, utterly 
implausibly optimistic. 

New goalposts?

Nonetheless, the new DSA raises prior estimates of Greek financing needs—all on 
concessional terms—to 2018 by € 36 billion, and notes that a debt write off of some 
30 percent of GDP would be needed alongside to hit the prior target of public debt 
at or below 120 percent of GDP in 2020. 

It then rejects both the form and number of that yardstick of sustainability, noting 
the concessionary nature of most Greek debt. Instead, it favors a new yardstick 
which holds annual debt service to below 15 percent of GDP, observing that would 
only be possible now under the macro assumptions of the prior DSA. 

On this DSA's (still optimistic) macro assumptions, debt service would often be 
some 20 percent of GDP.  So scenarios are run on the new macro assumptions 
showing that extending grace and amortization periods on EU loans to 20 and 40 
years respectively observes the new 15 percent of GDP debt service cap through the 
mid-2040s. This allows the IMF to deem debt sustainable with a "high probability", 
as required under its high (exceptional) access lending rules, albeit far breaching the 
120 percent of GDP by 2020 yardstick previously used for that determination. 

Then, the DSA observes blandly, "if the medium-term primary surplus target were to 
be reduced to 2 1⁄2 percent of GDP, say because this is all that the Greek authorities 
could credibly commit to ..." (emphasis added), then even with extended concessional 



financing, debt ratios and debt servicing ratios would balloon. Alongside, lower 
assumed medium term growth, this would require deep debt haircuts. 

Then, and remarkably, the DSA does not actually call for debt relief! It just intones 
that on the new macro assumptions, relief in the form of grace and maturity 
extensions would be needed (using the new yardsticks) to satisfy the IMF's high 
access criteria. But satisfying those criteria is only necessary if new IMF lending is 
involved. If not, the DSA and the recent IMF Euro Area mission concluding 
statement are completely silent about what would be "best" for the world leaving that 
issue implicit at best and in the eye of the beholder at worst.

Just before you draw your terminal breath

Inadequate as all this evidently is, there are even more profound inadequacies. 

Contrast, for a moment, the primary surplus targets from the new DSA sitting on the 
tidy little table up there with what is going on in the Greek parliament, the square 
outside, and in the country. The pre-Syriza political forces are utterly discredited at 
home and abroad, the country has split down the middle on the referendum, and the 
Euro-venom directed at Syriza and Greece is unprecedented, all in mid-Great 
Depression. For lack of a Greek FDR in the wings to galvanize the nation and 
displace its Troika-backed Hoover's (though even Hoover did not run around 
shouting that banks would close), just who does the IMF or anyone else imagine is 
going to deliver those tidy little numbers and hold them indefinitely—or to use the 
DSA's slightly condescending language, what if something weaker is "all that the 
Greek authorities could credibly commit to?" 

This issue is not about noting "downside" risks (as the IMF notes in solemn pro- 
forma  fashion in this and all its DSAs), nor about sequencing reform before debt 
relief to contain moral hazard, nor about Euro-realpolitik—with other Sovereign 
debtors also charged with tough primary surplus targets. Instead, the issue concerns 
incentives and the way that the baseline scenario is determined.  

http://www.imf.org/external/np/ms/2015/061815.htm


The IMF, no less, led global analysis on the disincentive effects of sovereign debt 
overhangs in the late 1980s, including work by Max Corden. Rather than just seeing 
debt write-offs as letting sovereign "ne'er do wells" off the hook, he asked in his 
gentle understated way what effects debt overhangs have on debtor motivation for 
reform if the bulk of any benefits accrue to foreign creditors in higher debt 
payments? In that vein, he pointed out, sovereign debt-overhangs are identical to 
high marginal tax rates which even Ordo-Liberals decry as investment-killers. 

It is a perspective changing observation. It sees reform allergy and fatigue as the 
consequence of gushing capital inflows and the subsequent sovereign debt overhang 
when they stop, not its cause. It challenges the notion that reform should precede 
necessary debt write-downs to curb moral hazard, because debt overhang itself 
compromises incentives. Returning to the analogy with taxation, no Ordo-Liberal 
would argue that investors should build factories and open plant and only then 
would corporate taxation be lowered—but that is stance, so far, with debt relief.  
And Corden's insight also qualifies the case to restructure debt into GDP-linked 
bonds because they still allow debtors to capture much of the marginal reform gains.

Further, the incentives view puts a premium on implementation of such write-offs in 
a manner that is fully transparent to voters of the debtor country—in order to 
activate the reform incentive effects—rather than concealing the action in technical 
hijinks—long grace periods, sub-market interest rates, contingent claims, and penny 
pinching obfuscation over every step—so as to conceal the "concessions" from 
creditor country voters. In the same vein, creditor commitments to debt write offs 
should be firm and clear, not left as under the IMF 2012 Greek program framework, 
to be considered, if necessary, at some future juncture, whenever, maybe.

And it qualifies the import of shifting sustainability yardsticks from debt-to-GDP 
ratios at some distant date to debt service ratios out to that date, if that switch leaves 
the underlying disincentives for debtor reform unchanged.

Finally, by inclining to transparent decisive hits on creditors, this approach combats 
moral hazard among them, the ultimate source of most sovereign debt overhangs. 

http://ssrn.stanford.edu/delivery.php?ID=972064069115123113089118121000004007020078071079001010121039127109119030058005049056017118023088010016076080088082001104019115098123026021079089096123095122076087121121066011078119108011065122&EXT=pdf&TYPE=1


Though this incentives view is described in the clinical economist lingo of incentives 
and mathematics, this is all very much about the sort of social and political collapse 
now evident in Greece's public space. Such disorder is how the compromised 
incentives produced by unresolved debt overhangs are actually expressed.

Altogether, this incentive perspective motivates big clean early breaks to fix sovereign 
debt overhangs, just the sort of thing called for by Keynes in 1919 and belatedly 
executed in the following decade, done again for Germany in 1953, and, though less 
transparently and swiftly, in the sovereign debt write offs in the late-1980s.

One might imagine that the IMF would have led forcefully with this perspective on 
Greece in light of this global sovereign insolvency record, as a source of this insight, 
as the assigned guardian of international monetary order, as Keynes' child, and given 
the uniquely intrusive and destructive powers creditors enjoy through discretion on 
ECB liquidity support for banks to enforce sovereign debt service in excess, far 
beyond the limits available to creditors elsewhere.

But at no stage. Forget the lurid and selectively-self-serving accounts of internal 
battles on all this that went on inside the building since 2009 and consider what the 
IMF ultimately did. In 2010, it said debt write offs in advanced countries were 
"Unnecessary, Undesirable, and Unlikely." Then it produced the now infamous 
series of macro projections for Greece alongside the equally infamous "systemic 
exemption". It then came extraordinarily late to the recognition of Greek debt 
overhang. When it did, it floated the idea, not in an official paper, but in elliptical 
terms in a blog. And even in this latest DSA, it seems to go out of its way to 
minimize the estimates and urgency of the quantum of debt restructuring required. 
And what it says on that is without any contextual assessment of the underlying 
economics, politics, or incentives—the DSA is little more than a glorified and 
abstracted set of spreadsheet exercises.

Further, the IMF has left a major gap in its work in this area, namely suggestions on 
how to conduct any such relief operation for Greece in the context of the Euro area. 

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/spn/2010/spn1012.pdf
https://twitter.com/derekinberlin/status/616539666255335424
http://blog-imfdirect.imf.org/2015/06/14/greece-a-credible-deal-will-require-difficult-decisions-by-all-sides/


The issue is that any such step for Greece would set direct precedents for other Euro 
sovereign debtors in a manner far more dramatic than in earlier sovereign debt 
workouts. That requires a Euro-specific sovereign insolvency regime, but there is 
none, nor any suggestion of how one might work. More than half a decade into the 
Euro crisis and despite the spigot of IMF proposals on absolutely everything else to 
do with the Euro—from endless decimal point suggestions on ECB policy rates, to 
views on every conceivable "Euroish-union", multipliers everywhere, monthly Greek 
pensions, corporate and household insolvency setups, and even the pricing of fuel 
and water etc—the IMF has nothing to say on how a Euro sovereign debt workout 
regime should work, despite the centrality of the issue to Euro malfunctioning and 
prospects for Greece, the IMF's own biggest ever defaulter.

This is an appalling further failure of IMF Euro Surveillance compounding many 
others to date. And that failure is now coming home to roost given that, however 
belatedly, reluctantly, and implicitly, the IMF itself has now formally raised the 
banner of debt concessions for Greece by official creditors by publishing its DSA. So 
rather than answer "how to do this without upsetting the apple cart elsewhere in the 
Euro Area?", it simply ignores the question. That renders its latest DSA's at best 
implicit call for debt relief for Greece essentially an exercise in belated 
grandstanding.

Gabriel Sterne has a typically concise way of summarizing these incentive, political 
economy, and context issues arising in the way IMF does its DSAs. The core error, 
he notes, is that IMF DSAs focus on the modal outcome for debt, not the mean. 
Since the mode ignores the distribution of possible outcomes, notably the typically 
dominant downsides when debt is high, it makes the IMF systematically debt-dovish 
at the expense of Max Corden's insights, Keynes' instincts, the struggle against 
moral hazard among creditors, and the lessons of history. This Greek DSA is no 
exception. Clive Crook is equally pointed: the creditor narrative is essentially myopic 
and punitive and should not be allowed to stand.

In this light, my view is that the IMF implicit mention of possible relief for Greek 
debt is far too little and far too obfuscated. Whether new IMF lending is involved or 

https://ptdy2014.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/global-early-warning-and-the-imf3.pdf
http://www.bloombergview.com/articles/2015-07-01/europe-wants-to-punish-greece-with-exit


not, the Greeks should be granted something much bigger, quicker, and clearer than 
indicated, for their own sake and for the sake of the Euro—large undisguised face 
value debt write-offs taking Greek public debt right down towards 30 percent of 
GDP, with the remaining debt all on market terms, now. This restructuring should 
be embedded in establishment of a Euro Area sovereign debt insolvency 
arrangement, with future Greek macro policy determined within and by already 
elaborate and sharp-toothed EU mutual monitoring arrangements. If that comes 
with a new IMF program specified along these lines, so be it.

Too much for other Euro sovereigns to contemplate?—they should consider the 
alternatives very carefully.

Im not dead yet 

Four concluding points.

First, any suggestion that estimates of need and quantum of Greece's debt write-off 
needed to be absolutely beyond reproach in order to bring highly allergic creditors 
round is countered the risk of thereby driving consensus towards relief that is too 
little and as well as too late, compounding these errors which characterize the entire 
response to the Euro crisis. The IMF should be much less inclined to say things that 
doubters will hear as opposed to emphasizing the central (average) case. The point is 
not to "get debt relief in some form some time" but to solve the problem. Moving 
skeptics "in the direction of the better path" is no merit if the outcome is still disaster.

Second, similarly, any defense for minimizing estimates of the necessary write-offs in 
order to avoid debtor moral hazard is utterly misplaced. Anyone who imagines that 
the Greeks, having just lived through a Great Depression, would voluntarily and 
immediately choose to risk another one just because their past debts were written-off 
is being somewhat otherworldly.

Third, if Mr. Tsipras' claim that the first these IMF DSA numbers appeared in the 
negotiations were when they were published is substantively true (and this has not 



been denied), then this is woeful. It is unclear how any discussion of primary surplus 
targets for Greece can proceed coherently without being grounded in such analysis, 
however inadequate such IMF analysis may be in general, and however inadequate 
for Greece in particular. Without it, creditors' ferocious structural reform 
conditionality, which may be doubtful on other grounds, becomes totally 
indefensible.

And last, one must be puzzled by the subtitle of this DSA—Preliminary. Was that a 
fudge introduced at the last minute in an attempt to give a fig leaf to European 
creditors livid at its imminent publication on referendum-eve? Rather than being 
early, as the word "preliminary" implies, this work has appeared far too late, is far 
too little, is too abstract, and is far too opaque in its conclusions. 

Nai or Oxi; everything is still to play for.
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